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TANKER QUESTIONNAIRE 
 

1) Select tanker type for calculation (mark only one type of tanker):  

1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 

Small Tanker Fuel Tanker Truck Tractor + Fuel Tank 

Semitrailer 

Fuel Tanker Truck + 

Fuel Tank Trailer 

 
 

 
 

        
 

2)  

Qty of Road Fuel Tankers for calculation.  

(To count qty of components: modules, sensors etc.. Show quantity ) 

 

 

3. Main Questions about selected tanker type for calculation:  

N QUESTIONS About answer 

3.1 Depth of cargo compartments.  

To select the necessary type (length) of fuel level sensor (as 

usual can be about: 1500mm, 1700mm, 2000mm, 2500mm) 

Show depth  

3.2 Quantity of cargo compartments in tanker. 

To select the necessary qty of fuel level sensor and safety 

barriers (and select the price level) 

Show quantity 

3.3 Will be need additional mechanical protection for the 

communication cable? (+about 60 EUR per tanker) 
Yes or No 

3.4 Will be need to monitor fuel quality (install third party fuel quality 

sensors in cargo compartments)?  

Notes: price level of fuel quality sensor is up to 2000 EUR 

(you will be directly contact with fuel quality sensor producer) 

Yes or No 

 

4. About monitoring vehicle regular fuel tanks:  

N QUESTIONS About answer 

4.1  Will be need to monitor truck fuel consumption (monitor truck 

regular fuel tanks)? 
Yes or No 

4.2 Quantity of regular fuel tanks in truck (can be: One, Two, Three) 

To select the necessary qty of sensors 
Show qty 

4.3 Depth of regular fuel tanks (as usual about 500 … 700mm) 

To select the necessary sensor type (length) 
Show depth 

 

5. Additional questions:  

N QUESTIONS About answer 

5.1 Will be need main components (module, sensors) or all 

components for installation? 

(all components means: cables, screws etc. This standard 

components you can buy yourself) 

Main components 

or 

All component 

5.2 If need, your additional information or comments Show comments 

 


